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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel approach for aggregating
online reviews, according to the opinions they express. Our methodology
is unsupervised - due to the fact that it does not rely on pre-labeled
reviews - and it is agnostic - since it does not make any assumption
about the domain or the language of the review content. We measure the
adherence of a review content to the domain terminology extracted from
a review set. First, we demonstrate the informativeness of the adherence
metric with respect to the score associated with a review. Then, we
exploit the metric values to group reviews, according to the opinions
they express. Our experimental campaign has been carried out on two
large datasets collected from Booking and Amazon, respectively.
Keywords: Social Web mining, Online reviews aggregation, Adherence
metric, Domain terminology, Contrastive approach
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Introduction

Online reviews represent an important resource for people to choose among multiple products and services. They also induce a powerful effect on customers’
behaviour and, therefore, they undertake an influential role on the performance
of business companies. Since the information available on reviews sites is often
overwhelming, both consumers and companies benefit from effective techniques
to automatically analysing the good disposition of the reviewers towards the target product. To this aim, opinion mining [11,18] deals with the computational
treatment of polarity, sentiment, and subjectivity in texts. However, opinion
mining is usually context-sensitive [24], meaning that the accuracy of the sentiment classification can be influenced by the domain of the products to which it
is applied [21]. Furthermore, sentiment analysis may rely on annotated textual
corpora, to appropriately train the sentiment classifier, see, e.g., [8]. Also, most
of the existing techniques are specialised for the English language: a cross-lingual
adaptation is required in order to apply them to a different target language, [10].
In this paper, we propose an original approach to aggregate reviews with similar opinions. The approach is unsupervised, since it does not rely on labelled

reviews and training phases. Moreover, it is agnostic, needing no previous knowledge on either the reviews domain or language. Grouping reviews is obtained by
relying on a novel introduced metric, called adherence, which measures how much
a review text inherits from a reference terminology, automatically extracted from
an unannotated reviews corpus. Leveraging an extensive experimental campaign
over two large reviews datasets, in different languages, from Booking and Amazon
we first demonstrate that the value of the adherence metric is informative, since
it is correlated with the review score. Then, we exploit adherence to aggregate
reviews according to the reviews positiveness. A further analysis on such groups
highlights the most characteristic terms therein. This leads to the additional
result of learning the best and worst features of a product.
In Section 2, we define the adherence metric. Section 3 presents the datasets.
Section 4 describes the experiments and their results. In Section 5, we report on
related work in the area. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Review Adherence to Typical Terminology

We aim at proving that positive reviews - in contrast with negative ones - are
generally more adherent to the emergent terminology of the whole review collection. This will provide us a form of alternative polarity detection: indeed, we
might estimate the relative polarity of a review by measuring how adherent it is
to the domain terminology. Because a meaningful comparison against terminology requires a sizeable chunk of text, the proposed approach best applies to a
set of reviews. Here, we describe how the domain terminology is extracted and
we define a measure of adherence of a piece of text against such terminology.
2.1

Extracting the Terminology

Every domain is characterized by key concepts, expressed by a domain terminology: a set of terms that are either specific to the domain (e.g., part of its
jargon, such as the term “bluetooth” in the mobile domain) or that feature a
specific meaning in the domain, uncommon outside of it (e.g., “monotonous”
in the math domain). Identifying this terminology is important for two main
reasons: i) avoiding that irrelevant terms (such as “the”, “in”, “of” ...) have
a weight in the computation of adherence; ii) knowing which key concepts are
more relevant in a set of texts provides significant insight over their content.
The terminology is extracted in a domain and language agnostic way, with the
benefit of not relying on domain and linguistic resources.
Contrastive approaches [2] to terminology extraction only rely on sets of raw
texts in the desired language: i) a set belonging to the domain of interest and ii) a
few others on generic topics (e.g., a collection of books, newspaper articles, tweets
– easily obtainable, nowadays, from the Web). The contrastive approach work
by comparing the characteristic frequency of the terms in the domain documents
and in generic ones. The rationale is that generic, non-content words like “the”,
as well as non specific words, will be almost equally frequent in all the available
sets, whereas words with a relevance to the domain will feature there much more
prominently than they do in generic texts.

There are many sophisticated ways to deal with multi-words, but any statisticsbased approach needs to consider that, for n-grams3 to be dealt with appropriately, the data needed scales up by orders of magnitude. For our purposes, we
stick to the simpler form of single-term (or 1-gram) terminology extraction.
Let D be a set of documents belonging to the domain of interest D, and let
G1 . . . GM be M sets of other documents (the domain of each Gi is not necessarily
known, but it is assumed not to be limited to D). All terms occurring in documents of D (TD ) as candidate members of TD , the terminology extracted from
D. For each term t, we define the term frequency (tf) of a term t in a generic set
of documents S as:
|{d ∈ S|t occurs in d}|
(1)
tfS (t) =
|S|
(probability that, picking a document d at random from S, it contains t). The
tf alone is not adequate to represent the meaningfulness of a term in a set of
documents, since the most frequent words are non-content words4 . Because of
this, inverse document frequency (idf) [23] is often used to compare the frequency
of a term in a document with respect to its frequency in the whole collection.
In our setting, we can however simplify things, and just compare frequencies of
a term inside and outside of the domain. We do this by computing the term
specificity (ts) of a term t over domain set D against all Gi ’s, which we define as:
tsD
G (t) =

tfD (t)
min tfGi (t)

(2)

i=1..M

tsD
G (t) is effective at identifying very common words and words that are not
specific to the domain (whose ts will be close to 1), as well as words particularly
frequent in the domain, with a ts considerably higher than 1. Extremely rare
words may cause issues: if D and Gi ’s are too small to effectively represent a
term, such term will be discarded by default. We chose an empirical threshold
θfreq = 0.005, skipping all terms for which tfD (t) < θfreq . This value is justified
by the necessity to have enough documents per term, and 0.5% is a reasonable
figure given the size of our datasets. We compute ts for all t ∈ TD . We define:
TD = {t|tsD
G (t) ≥ θcutoff }

(3)

To set the value of θcutoff , we might i) choose the number of words to keep
(e.g., set the threshold so as to pick the highest relevant portion of TD ) or ii) use
an empirical value (higher than 1), indicating how much more frequent we ask
a term to be, being a reliably part of the terminology. For our experiments, we
have used this simpler alternative, empirically setting θcutoff = 16. Higher values
include fewer terms in the terminology, improving precision vs. recall, whereas
lower values include more terms, negatively affecting precision. This value was
the one used in the experiments conducted in [7].
3
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Constructions of n words: “president of the USA” is a 4-gram.
The ten most frequent words of the English language, as per Wikipedia (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Most_common_words_in_English), are “the”, “be”, “to”,
“of”, “and”, “a”, “in”, “that”, “have”, and “I”.

2.2

Adherence Definition

The adherence (adh) of a document d to a terminology T is defined as:
adhT (d) =

|{t|t occurs in d} ∩ {t ∈ T}|
|{t|t occurs in d}|

(4)

It represents the fraction of terms in document d that belongs to terminology
T. This value will typically be much smaller than 1, since a document is likely
to contain plenty of non-content words, not part of the domain terminology.
The specific value of adherence is however of little interest to us: we show how
more adherent reviews tend to be more positive than those with lower values of
adherence, only using the value for comparison, and not on an absolute scale.

3

Datasets

The first dataset consists of a collection of reviews from the Booking website, during the period between June 2016 and August 2016. The second dataset includes
reviews taken from the Amazon website and it is a subset of the dataset available at http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon, previously used in [13,14].
We also used a contrastive dataset to extract the domain terminology.
Booking Dataset. For the Booking dataset, we had 1,135,493 reviews, related
to 1,056 hotels in 7 cities. We only considered hotels with more than 1,000
reviews, in any language. For each review, we focused on:
–
–
–
–

score: a real value given by the reviewer to the hotel, in the interval [2.5,10];
posContent: a text describing the hotel pros;
negContent: a text describing the hotel cons;
hotelName: the name of the hotel which the review refers to.
As review text, we took the concatenation of posContent and negContent.

Amazon Dataset. Reviews in the Amazon dataset are already divided according to the individual product categories. We chose two macro-categories, namely
Cell Phones & Accessories and Health & Personal Care and we further selected
reviews according to seven product categories. For each review, we focused on:
– score: an integer assigned by the reviewer to the product (range [0,5]);
– reviewText: the textual content of the review;
– asin: the Amazon Standard Identification Number, that is a unique code of
10 letters and/or numbers that identifies a product.
Table 1 shows statistics extracted from the Booking and the Amazon dataset.
Contrastive Terminology Dataset. In addition to the domain documents,
originating from the above datasets, we used various datasets, collected for other
purposes and projects, as generic examples of texts in the desired language, in
order to extract the terminology as in Section 2.1. Table 2 resumes the data used
to construct the contrastive dataset.

Table 1. Outline of the datasets used in this study.
(a) Booking
City

#Hotels #Rev.

London
LosAngeles
NewYork
Paris
Pisa
Rome
Sydney
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(b) Amazon

358
57
167
211
31
146
86

521852
51911
208917
111103
19713
92321
129676

Product Category

#Prod. #Rev.

Bluetooth Headsets
Bluetooth Speakers
Screen Protectors
Unlocked Cell Phones
Appetite Control
Magnifiers
Oral Irrigators

937
93
2227
1367
292
210
50

124694
14941
223007
118889
40246
12872
10768

Experiments and Results

Each dataset D is organized in categories Ci . Each category contains items that
we represent by the set of their reviews Ij . When performing experiments over D,
we extract the terminology of each category Ci (TCi ). We then compute adhTCi (r)
for each r ∈ Ij ∈ Ci (r is the single review).
For the Amazon dataset, Ci are the product categories, whereas Ij ’s are the
products (represented by their sets of reviews). For the Booking dataset, Ci are
the hotel categories, whereas Ij ’s are the hotels (represented by their sets of
reviews). We carried on experiments with and without review balancing. The
latter has been considered to avoid bias: reviews with the highest scores are
over-represented in the dataset, therefore the computation of the terminology
can be biased towards positive terms. Thus, for each Ci and for each score, we
randomly selected the same number of reviews. For page limits, we only report
the results for the balanced dataset. The other results are available online [22].
4.1

Adherence Informativeness

A first analysis investigates if there exists a relation between the adherence
metric - introduced in Section 2 - and the score assigned to each review.
Amazon Dataset. For each product category, we extract the reference terminology, by considering all the reviews belonging to that category against the
contrastive dataset, for the appropriate language. Then, we compute the adherence value for each review. To show the results in a meaningful way, we grouped
Table 2. Outline of the contrastive dataset.
English

Italian

French

220k online newspaper articles 1.28M forum posts 198k tweets
15.98M tweets
7.37M tweets

reviews in 5 bins, according to their score, and compute the average of the adherence values on each bin. For balancing the reviews in each bin, we set B as
the number of reviews of the less populated bin and we randomly select the same
number of reviews from the other bins. Then, we compute the average adherence
values, obtaining the results in Figure 1,
The graph shows a line for each product category. Overall, it highlights that
reviews with higher scores have higher adherence, in comparison to reviews with
lower scores. Even if the Bluetooth Speakers and Oral Irrigators categories feature a slight decreasing trend in the adherence value, when passing from reviews
with score 4 to reviews with score 5, the general trend shows that the adherence
metric is informative of the review score.
Booking Dataset. We group the hotel reviews accordingly to the city they
refer to. For each city, we extract the reference terminology and we compute
the adherence value for each review. To make the results comparable with the
ones obtained for Amazon we re-arrange the Booking scoring system to generate a score evaluation over 5 bins. To this aim, we apply the score distribution
suggested by Booking itself, since Booking scores are inflated to the top of the
possible range of scores [15]. Therefore, we consider the following bin distribution: very poor: reviews with a score ≤ 3; poor: score ∈ (3, 5]; okay: score ∈ (5,
7]; good: score ∈ (7, 9]; excellent: score > 9. Further, we consider a balanced
number of reviews for each bin. The results are in Figure 2. A line is drawn for
each city, by connecting the points in correspondence to the adherence values.
The graph suggests that the average adherence is higher for reviews with higher
scores. Thus, the higher the score of the hotel reviews, the more adherent the
review to the reference terminology.
4.2

Good Opinions, Higher Adherence

Interestingly, in the Booking dataset, the text of each review is conveniently
divided into positive and negative content. Thus, we perform an additional experiment, by only considering positive and negative chunks of reviews. For each

Fig. 1. Score vs adherence - Amazon
dataset - balanced.

Fig. 2. Score vs adherence - Booking
dataset - balanced.

city, we group positive and negative contents of reviews and we compute the
adherence value for each positive and negative chunk, with respect to the reference terminology. Finally, we average the adherence values according to the
score bins. The results are reported in Figure 3, for the unbalanced dataset. In
the graph, we report two lines for each city: the solid (dashed) lines are obtained
by considering the positive (negative) contents of reviews. The same colour for
solid and dashed line corresponds to the same city. We also perform the same
calculation by considering a balanced dataset (Figure 4).
Both the graphs highlight that there is a clear division between the solid
and dashed lines. In particular, the average adherence obtained considering positive contents is, for most of the bins, above the average adherence computed
considering negative contents. This separation is more evident when the review
score increases (it does not hold for very poor scores). Overall, positive aspects
of a hotel are described with a less varied language with respect to its negative
aspects. Probably, this phenomenon occurs because unsatisfied reviewers tend
to explain what happened in details.
In addition to the average value, we also computed the standard deviation
within each bin, that resulted to be quite high (detailed results are reported in
the web page associated to the paper [22]. This suggests that, even correlated
with the score, the adherence is not a good measure when considering a single
review, but its informativeness should be rather exploited by considering an
ensemble of reviews, as detailed in Section 4.4.
4.3

Extension to Different Languages

The experiments described so far were realised by considering a subset of reviews
in English. To further evaluate the informativeness of adherence, we selected two
additional review subsets, in Italian and in French. For each subset, we drawn two
graphs, the first considering all the reviews content, the second the separation

Fig. 3. Score vs adherence - Booking unbalanced dataset - considering positive
and negative contents separately.

Fig. 4. Score vs adherence - Booking balanced dataset - considering positive and
negative contents separately.

between positive and negative contents. We considered unbalanced bins, due
to the limited number of reviews available in those languages. For page limits,
the results are reported in the web page associated to the paper [22]. In both
cases, it is confirmed that the higher the score, the higher the adherence when
considering the overall text, and there is also a clear division between positive
and negative adherence values, when the score increases.
4.4

Language and Domain-Agnostic Reviews Aggregation

We present an application of the outcome found in previous sections. Given
a set of texts, we propose to aggregate texts with positive polarity and texts
with negative polarity, without a priori knowing the text language and domain,
and without using any technique of Natural Language Processing (NLP), while
exploiting only the adherence metric. We apply the following methodology:
1. For each review r ∈ Ij ∈ Ci we compute the adherence adhTCi (r).
2. Reviews r ∈ Ij are sorted in ascending order w.r.t. their adherence value.
3. Ordered reviews are split in bins with the same cardinality. We defined Kbins
bins, each holding |{r ∈ Ij }|/Kbins reviews in ascending order of adherence.
4. For each bin Bi , we compute
P the average of the adherence value of the reviews
adhTCi (r), as well as, for the purposes of validait contains: Avgadh,i = R1
P
tion, the average score provided by those reviews, Avgscore,i = R1
score(r).
5. Finally, we aim at proving that, when the average adherence value of each
bin increases, the average score value also increases. Thus, we compute the
percentage of Ij ∈ Ci for which we observe:
Avgscore,Kbins ≥ Avgscore,1

(5)

Avgscore,i ≥ Avgscore,i−1

(6)

where Avgscore,Kbins is the average score for the last bin, Avgscore,1 is the
average score for the first bin, and i = 1, . . . , Kbins .
Table 3 reports the results for the Amazon dataset. For each category Ci , we
apply the methodology three times, modifying the minimum number of reviews
(minRev ) for each item Ij , in order to discard items with few reviews. We set
Kbins =3 and we report the number of items (#I) and the total number of
reviews (#Rev) considered, plus the percentage of Ij ∈ Ci for which (5) is true
(%). This result shows that, considering 3 bins, the percentage of items for which
the average score of the last bin is higher than the average score of the first bin is
above 80% for each category (except for Magnifiers in case the minimum number
of reviews is 20). Nevertheless, the percentage grows in almost all cases, when
the minimum number of reviews increases. It exceeds 90% for every category,
when the minimum number of reviews is, at least, 100. Therefore, in the majority
of cases, it is true that, when the average adherence of reviews belonging to the
last bin is higher than the average adherence of reviews included in the first bin,
the same relation exists between their correspondent average scores.

Table 3. Amazon dataset - parameters: equation (5), bins = 3.
Category Ci

minRev=20
minRev=50
minRev=100
#Ij #Rev (%) #Ij #Rev (%) #Ij #Rev (%)

BluetoothHeadsets
817 108693
BluetoothSpeakers
82 13155
ScreenProtectors
1741 174320
UnlockedCellPhones 1116 97049
AppetiteControl
260 35862
Magnifiers
143
8763
OralIrrigators
48 10301

86
96
83
89
85
72
85

423 96393
54 12278
781 144597
542 78836
130 31673
46
5714
32
9832

93
100
90
94
95
87
91

223 82723
27 10423
370 116337
257 58788
80 28090
18
3694
21
8987

97
100
96
97
97
100
90

For the Booking dataset, we straight consider only hotels with at least 100
reviews. We perform three experiments according to the languages of reviews
(English, Italian, and French). For each experiment, Kbins =3 and we report the
number of items (#I), the total number of reviews (#Rev) considered and the
percentage of Ij ∈ Ci for which (5) is true (%). The results are in Table 4. The
percentage of items for which the average score of the last bin is higher than the
average score of the first bin is above 90% in all the cases.
Given a set of reviews on, e.g., hotels, or restaurants, in any language, we
can identify a group of reviews that, on average, express better opinions than
another group of reviews. Noticeably, this analysis works even if the associated
score is not available, i.e., it can be applied to general comments about items.
We consider now if also relation (6) is verified for each bin i = 1, . . . , Kbins ,
i.e., if the function between the ordered sets of average adherence values Avgadh,i
and average score values Avgscore,i is a monotonic function. By plotting the
average score vs the average adherence, for some items, we found out a general
upward trend. Nevertheless, there were many spikes that prevent the function
from being monotonic. Then, we tried to smooth down the curves by applying
a moving average with window = 2 and we then computed the percentage of
Ij ∈ Ci for which (6) was verified. For the Amazon dataset, we performed three
Table 4. Booking dataset considering different languages - parameters: equation (5),
bins = 3. Not enough Italian reviews were available for Los Angeles and Sydney.
Category Ci
#Ij
London
LosAngeles
NewYork
Paris
Pisa
Rome
Sydney

English
Italian
French
#Rev (%) #Ij #Rev (%) #Ij #Rev (%)

356 467863
56 46700
163 182438
211 93164
211 93164
144 68543
74 126744

97
93
95
96
95
97
100

76 11952
27 6518
6
806
28 4725
64 11040
-

96
93
100
100
94
-

123 20507
7
993
60 10753
72 12623
11 1553
28 4197
4
553

94
100
90
90
100
93
100

Table 5. Amazon dataset - parameters: equation (6), bins = 3.
Category Ci

minRev=20 (%) minRev=50 (%) minRev=100 (%)

BluetoothHeadsets
BluetoothSpeakers
UnlockedCellPhones
AppetiteControl
Magnifiers
OralIrrigators
ScreenProtectors

69
88
69
70
58
77
58

76
93
72
82
72
81
66

82
96
77
90
72
76
73

experiments, modifying the minimum number of reviews required (minRev ) for
each item, in order to discard items with few reviews. Results are in Table 5.
Such results are worse with respect to the ones in Table 3. Nevertheless,
in all cases (but Oral Irrigators), the percentage values increase when minRev
increase (for Magnifiers, it remains the same with minRev = 50, 100). When
minRev = 100, the percentage of Ij ∈ Ci for which (6) is true is above 72%.
For the Booking dataset, due to the high number of available reviews, we also
varied the number of bins from 3 to 5. We only considered reviews in English
and computed the percentage of items for which the equation (6) is true. Table
6 shows a clear degradation of performances when the number of bin increases.
So far, the results indicate a relation between the increasing adherence values
and the increasing score values. However, we cannot prove a strong correlation
between adherence and score, either considering a single review or groups of
reviews. Therefore, we followed a different approach, by computing, for each
item Ij ∈ Ci , the difference between the average values of the first and last bin,
both for the adherence and the score:
∆adh (j) = Avgadh,Kbins − Avgadh,1
∆score (j) = Avgscore,Kbins − Avgscore,1
If we average such differences for all the items Ij ∈ Ci , both for adherence and
score, we obtain an average value for each category Ci :
Table 6. Booking dataset - parameters: equation (6).
Category Ci bins=3 (%) bins=4 (%) bins=5 (%)
London
LosAngeles
New York
Paris
Pisa
Rome
Sydney

95
88
88
87
97
94
95

83
75
66
65
69
82
92

67
61
47
40
54
67
85

AvgDadh =

J
1X
∆adh (j)
J j=1

(7)

AvgDscore =

J
1X
∆score (j) (8)
J j=1

where J is the total number of items j ∈ Ij . For page limits, we report two examples in Figure 5 (detailed results are available online [22]). The x-axis reports
the number of bins, whereas the y-axis represents the average differences values.
The average differences for the adherence are with a solid red line, while the
average differences for the score are with a dashed blue line. When the number
of bin increases, the first and last bin include reviews which describe the product
in a considerably different way, in term of positiveness. Thus, given a product
category, it is possible to discriminate among groups of related reviews, in such
a way that each group expresses an opinion different from the others, ordered
from the most negative to the most positive ones (or vice-versa).
4.5

Representative Terms in First and Last Bins

Given an item (e.g., a hotel, a product), we consider the terms included in the
positive set and in the negative set (last and first bins, with Kbins = 10) that can
be also found in the extracted terminology. For each term, we compute the term
frequency–inverse document frequency (tf-idf) value (tf is the term frequency
inside the bin, that is the number of reviews that include such term), we sort
the terms accordingly and we select the first 20 ones for both the sets. We then
remove the terms in common, in order to identify the most discriminating ones.
Table 7 shows an example of the terms extracted for a Mini Speaker. For the
reader’s convenience, the web page in [22] reports the most relevant positive
and negative terms for the single Amazon product categories and for the single
Booking hotel categories, for English, Italian and French.

(a) Bluetooth headsets

(b) New York (en)

Fig. 5. Average differences for Amazon and Booking example categories.

5

Related Work

Terminology extraction. Automatic terminology extraction aims at automatically identifying relevant concepts (or terms) from a given domain-specific corpus. Within a collection of candidate domain-relevant terms, actual terms are
separated from non-terms by using statistical and machine learning methods
[19]. Here, we rely on contrastive approaches, where the identification of relevant candidates is performed through inter-domain contrastive analysis [20,6,1].
Opinion Mining. Opinion mining techniques identify polarities and sentiments in texts [11], by, e.g., extracting subjective expressions, personal opinions
and speculations [25] or detecting the polarity acquired by a word contextually
to the sentence in which it appears, see, e.g., [26,27,16]. Often, opinion mining rely on lexicon-based approaches, involving the extraction of term polarities
from sentiment lexicons and the aggregation of such scores to predict the overall
sentiment of a piece of text, see, e.g., [5,8,4,3].
Clustering Opinions. There exist few research efforts to detect the reviews
polarity with standard clustering techniques, like [9,12,17]. Here, we still aggregate reviews based on their polarity, without relying on traditional clustering
algorithms nor on linguistic resources. We base our approach on automatic terminology extraction, in a domain and language agnostic fashion

6

Final Remarks

We presented a novel approach for aggregating reviews, based on their polarity.
The methodology did not require pre-labeled reviews and the knowledge of the
reviews’ domain and language. We introduced the adherence metric and we
demonstrated its correlation with the review score. Lastly, we relied on adherence
to successfully aggregate reviews, according to the opinions they express.
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